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By Faith, Parenting Unafraid
Hebrews 11:23

Faith FULL Parents recognize children are “___________________________”
 All children are a beautiful ______________. Some gifts are _________________,
some are ____________________, some are _________________________.
 All children are _____________________ and _______________________ made.

Faith FULL parents “_______________” their children
 All protection must be applied with an understanding of _____________________
and ____________________________________.
 Faith FULL parents recognize __________________________ harm
is a _____________________________ than physical harm.

Faith FULL parents are “_____________________________”
 Our God is __________________________ than any _______________________.
 What I cannot _______________________, He does, and He is always working
for ______________________________.
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Open discussion for fun: What is that your parents did or said that you said while growing up “I will never do that when I have
kids!” but have ended up repeating?
1.

What was encouraging or challenging to you from this week’s teaching?

2.

As you look back on our series as a whole, is there a specific truth or challenge that has stuck with you? Is there a specific
example you could give when you could joyfully say “I have faith more”?

3.

What is hard about parenting?

4.

If you are doing this in a family group setting, it would be an awesome opportunity to affirm how God has uniquely
blessed and gifted (made “beautiful” from the text) other people in your group.

5.

What principles do you think are essential if a parent is going to “protect” but not “over protect”?
As you think about your parents, how did you see them parent “in faith” or “in fear”?

5.

What guarantees, if any, do parents have from the Lord with regard to parenting?
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Faith FULL Parents recognize children are “Beautiful”
 All children are a beautiful GIFT. Some gifts are conceived, some are adopted,
some are fostered.
 All children are fearfully and wonderfully made.

Faith FULL parents “Hide” their children
 All protection must be applied with an understanding of limited control
and NO GUARANTEES.
 Faith FULL parents recognize spiritual harm is a greater danger than physical harm.

Faith FULL parents are “Not Afraid”
 Our God is greater than any threat.

 What I cannot control, He does, and He is always working for good.

